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TASKS from the Bureau of the Conference of
European Statisticians:

• Reveal commonalities in existing indicator sets

• Identify commonalities with capital approaches

• Mandate:
Consider other approaches to the extent the capital
approach is found insufficient from a conceptual standpoint.
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How to determine what is common in SDI sets?
2 possible approaches:

• Start with an established
framework and see if indicators
correspond with framework

• Answers question: 
Is there a good relationship
between the indicator set and the
framework?

• Eurostat study starts with this
approach and evaluates national
SDIs with EU strategy themes and 
sub-themes (See Hass et al. 2002)

• Identifies if the EU themes are
covered and what is not. What is 
not covered is the interesting bit!

• Start with indicators and see what
are the themes/areas/pillars that
are covered in national indicator
sets.

• Leads to an understanding of
what is the implicit definition of
sustainable development.

• Helps to identify what nations are
identifying as important to national
SD which is not part of the EU 
strategy and SDI set.

• Does NOT help us with what is 
common with capital indicators!
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Common in 
SDI sets?

UNCSD
4 pillars
as starting 
point for 
categories

Eurostat study
doing similar
using EU 
strategy
themes
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Identify commonalities with capital
Norway’s SDIs: Policy areas & capital
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Some other thoughts about capital indicators

• When is an indicator a ’capital’ 
indicator? (§10 in WP10)

– When it measures a stock? 
When it measures a flow?

– Is it simply a matter of time? 
Short-term vs. Long-term?

– If it is called a ’capital’ 
indicator?

– If indicators are selected
based on the idea of capital?

• What are the differences between
the capital approach and the pillar
approach?

• Capital:
– Financial
– Real (produced)
– Natural and environmental
– Human
– Social

• UN Pillars:
– Economic
– Environmental
– Social
– Institutional
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When is capital insufficient from a conceptual
standpoint?
• Sum of national wealth over all nations does not necessarily

lead to a sustainable world.
• Capital from a national perspective does not automatically

include a global perspective. Depends on how ’capital’ is 
defined in the system. National wealth – limit national
boundary.

• EU calls it the ”external dimension” others refer to 
contributing to the reduction of global poverty?

• In Norway included trade and aid to Less Developed
Countries – but this did not naturally emerge from the idea
of capital, was included as a theme to be included as 
stipulated from the political process (nor cultural heritage)
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Annotated outline – roughly speaking I

• Intro to topic – goal of this chapter
• Comparision of existing themes included in SDI sets (table? 

In appendix? Refer to the 2 Julie Hass papers of OECD 
countries and Eurostat paper?) highlighting what are the
most commonly included indicator themes

• List over common types of indicator units (percentage, per 
GDP, per capita, physical units, monetary units, index, 
difference to goal, etc)

• Relationship of indicator list to ”frameworks” / strategy / 
policy documents (from Eurostat study)

•
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Annotated outline – roughly speaking II

• Identify commonalities between these two approaches
How to do this?
Identify characteristics of capital indicators vs non-capital
indicators to help identify commonalities? 

• When is the capital approach weak/not adequate?
– External dimension including global poverty
– Not responding to political needs/priorities

(SD is a social construct not a scientific/economic definition)
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Key Question in §10:
When is an indicator a ’capital’ indicator?
• Answer: when it measures ’capital’

Answer: when it is called a capital indicator
Answer: when it is long term (vs short term)

• How do you measure capital?
1. Measure stock? – yes!
2. Measure flows? Can a flow measurement also be 

considered a capital indicator?
– maybe? 
– Yes! (ref. R. Smith wp 9)

• Critique to capital indicators: 
– not responsive to changes
– only see change over long time periods
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Norway’s SDI set part of – human capital
Education level of population

• Measures the stock
• Assumption behind is that higher

levels of education are desirable 
in the population

• Looks at the present situation, not 
future oriented

• Not sensitive to annual changes, 
takes a long time to see changes

• Could a flow measurement be 
better?
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Are flow indicators ’capital’ indicators?
• Instead of population by highest level of education…

What about…
Entry and exit rates from different educational levels?

• Advantages:
– More future oriented
– More sensitive to annual changes

• Would this still be a ’capital’ indicator? Yes?

• Example 2: Climate change
• Stock/state: Global temperature, Flow: GHG emissions
• Example 3: Acidification
• Stock/State: Lakes in good condition, Flow: Acidification

emissions


